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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Strike’s New Google Pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL Smartphone Holders Now Available
BRISBANE, Oct. 24, - Strike Group, the world-leading manufacturer of handsfree
technology, is proud to present its latest phone holders for its Google’s new Pixel 2/2XL
smartphones: the Strike Alpha Google Pixel 2 Car Cradles and Google Pixel 2 XL Car
Cradles.
‘We at Strike understand the increasing capabilities of smartphones. The Google Pixel 2,
for example, boasts the best cameras on the Android device market. This development
shows that people are demanding more and more from their expensive devices,’ says
Strike CEO Chris Ryan.
‘However, one thing a smartphone like the Google Pixel 2 cannot do is function by
themselves while the user is driving. That is why we at Strike always strive to deliver the
best quality car cradles to accommodate each new phone upon release. Strike values
efficiency and utility, but above all else, road safety.’
As always, every Strike Alpha Car Cradle is guaranteed to be fully compliant with the
Australian road laws. They are further protected by a 3-year warranty.
Strike’s own engineers have specifically manufactured and designed the optimum smart
phone holder and mount to hold, charge, and secure your Google Pixel 2 or Google
Pixel 2 XL while you drive. Plus, the Alpha Cradle comes with an in-built fast charger,
which means no more worries about battery drain.
Each Alpha Car Cradle is built with an internal passive antenna that boost phone
reception when attached to an external antenna. The Strike Alpha Car Cradle for
Google Pixel 2 offers the perfect solution for travelling in rural areas.
Strike’s selection of Google Pixel 2 and Pixel XL phone holders can be viewed here.

About Strike Group
Strike Group is Australia’s leading provider and manufacturer of innovative car technologies. Strike integrates
innovative design and seamless engineering in all of its products. The company now exports to 72 countries having
appointed key partners in the American and European market.
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